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1 - The Interview

Me: Okay, so, Kenji, and of course, Hikari, how are you today?

Kenji: ...

Hikari: ABSOLUTELY WONDERFUL! *sparkly background*

Me: Right.... Anyways, on to our first question. What's it like being twins?

Hikari: It's not all that fun *pouts* Everyone can tell us apart

Me: But you're faternal twins...

Hikari: *gasps* DON'T USE SUCH LANGUAGE!

Kenji: She just means we're not identical twins. It's not a bad word

Hikari: Oh sorry *blush*

Kenji: Anyways, being a twin isn't all that different from any other kind
sibling

Me: NEXT QUESTION! Do you two have girlfriends?

Kenji: *wind blows hair and strokes hair* No, I don't

Hikari: Well no... Can you pretty-please help me find one? *big, sparkly pleading, teary eyes*

Me: 0o Let's try another question. What's the most annoying thing your brother does?

Hikari: When Kenji says I can't have anymore sweets! I mean I'm the older twin and he *continues
ranting*

Me: *sweatdrop* What about you Kenji?

Kenji: *looking really annoyed* I hate when he rants

Me *nervous laugh* Here's the last question before giving our aduience a chance to ask questions.
What's something we don't know about you?

Kenji: Hikari snores

Hikari: No I don't *pouts* You have a thing for blondes *sly grin*



Me: Boys, Boys, this isn't a competition

Kenji and Hikari: Who said it was *both look confused*

Me: Audience, any questions....please?

Skything: What are your hobbies?

Hikari: *Starry eyes* I like to bake cookie! I don't understand why they burned last time though *innocent
look*

Me and Kenji: *sweatdrop*

Kenji: I like to read

Hikari: *in background whispering* Boring...

Kenji: *annoyed a little* ...and babysitting

Me: Okay... Let's see, Forestdahedgehog, what's your question?

Forestdahedgehog: Why do kids love cinnamin toast crunch?

Hikari: Because they cinnamin swirls-

Kenji: What kind of question is that?

Hikari: Oh come on, Kenji. Don't you watch TV?

Kenji: Yeah...

Me: It's a breakfast cereal.

Kenji:...
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